
TTP# Summary Status Component
Fix 

Version

4152 Search System Logs columns do not sort Fixed User Interface (General)

4157
Print one client per page for client case notes in multiple case notes 
report

Fixed Reports (canned)

4092 Error adding and managing new users, "There is no row at position 0." Fixed Provider/User Manager

4099 Custom Service Matching Custom Fields are blank Fixed PDI/PDE

4103 RSR reports Insurance fields other and no insurance twice Fixed RSR

4106
Clinical Encounters Preprint shows records prior to the date span 
selected

Fixed Reports (canned) 45

4109
Vital signs in Clinical Encounter Preprint generates and error, "There is 
no row at position 0."

Fixed Reports (canned) 45

4117
Add Client does not populate Ethnicity field at all when reviewing 
possible duplicate client in Client Resolution

Fixed Add Client 48

4125
A Provider Session Disconnected message appears every few seconds, 
however reloading the screen allows data entry.

Fixed User Interface (General) 47

4140
When adding a form, the error is thrown after saving the form record, 
being returned to the list of form records, and then clicking the Back 
menu item.

Fixed Form Designer

4141
The description of the Race/Ethnicity" on demographics ambiguously 
displayed "Indian" rather than "American Indian", potentially leading 
to confusion with the "Asian Indian" checkbox field.

Fixed Demographic

4147
Editing Eligibility Status By Date Subfilter generates an error, "The 
column: CRT_MIN0 does not exist in this document."

Fixed Custom Reports 48

4148
No NDC selected error when editing NDC from view single mode. 
From the single record in view mode, click "Edit". A red qtip error 
message appears: "No NDC selected."

Fixed Medications

4158
Typing yes in the filter list for the medication setup screen does not 
select the yes

Fixed Medications 48



4159
Diagnosis Link Summary errors showing No Diagnoses Records, even 
though there are records

Fixed Diagnoses

4164
A demogrpahics tab custom control set activated for Add Client 
generates an error, "Object reference not set to an instance of an 
object."

Fixed Add Client

4165
Medication has indication navigation error, after clicking the browser 
back arrow and then forward arrow, a red message without an error 
code is displayed.

Fixed Medications 48

4166
If a data element is missing a generic red-box error is displayed rather 
than a specific tooltip.

Fixed Custom Reports 48

4170
Log Add Provider in the user change log. Check for other user actions 
like group created and so forth.

Fixed Change Log 48

4172 False administrative alarms for permissions violations Fixed Administrative Alarms

4175
Unable to search or click next page for tags when there are more than 
20

Fixed Contracts 48

4178
Using custom field in Find Client an error occurs, "Unable to cast 
object of type 'JSONNumber' to type 'JSONString'."

Fixed Client Search 48

4179
SQLPDI version check does not update cw_pdi when SQL PDI is 
initiated by importing or by adding custom field templates

Fixed PDI/PDE 47

4180 SQLPDI Start Time does not match the sch_ev_next_event_date time Fixed PDI/PDE 47

4183
Inactive Providers are showing up in Selected Providers menu in 
Performance Measures

Fixed
Performance Measure 

Module

4186
Unable to complete test email for smtp setup, the require check box 
shows ssl instead of TLS, secure check box used to be read only.

Fixed Security (Automated)

4187 If a single file in unmapped provider is missing prv_name in 
exp_provider all other imports generate error when importing. Error, 
"There is no row at position 0."

Fixed PDI/PDE

4215
When clicking back button in Form Designer an error occurs, "Cannot 
read property '0' of undefined"

Fixed Form Designer



4219
Adding custom tab control to form design from Central Admin throws 
error, "A column named 'feb75ce7d7a7c47b389eee8351c6296a1' 
already belongs to this DataTable."

Fixed Custom Fields

4228
Service Custom Field for new control generates error, "Column 
'f2fcf2be1196348de87e02260acd02276' does not belong to table 
Services."

Fixed Custom Fields 48

4142
Client matching screen does not sort by Score column. Primary client 
missing demographics fields for matching potential client.

Still working on it PDI/PDE

4136
In PDI Configure Provider Never Update would gray out the Update 
Race, Risk Factors and Insurance Types in CW5, it's not the same in 
CW6. 

Still working on it PDI/PDE

4144
srv_date_created is updated when users edit a service using the PDI, 
user states the last updated column should be updated and the date 
created column should remain the same.

Still working on it PDI/PDE

4145
Pregnancy Status is being reported incorrectly in RSR. The pregnancy 
status, when left blank is transferred over to the 'No' column in the RSR

Still working on it RSR

4156
Refresh Counts changes the import status to Ready to Process even if 
there are zero records that are ready to process

Still working on it PDI/PDE

4177
Canceling Add Client screen from Possible Matches screen gives a 
blank screen

Still working on it Add Client

4188
HL7 Socket Interface AutoAddEncounter issue. There is a common 
storage setting AddEncounter" which is checked but the encounter is 
not added.

Still working on it HL7 Interface

4194 Medication report type comments field is mislabeled as C&T Comment Still working on it Custom Reports

4204
Adding group rapid entry records generates an error, "Couldn't load 
second stage setup for Group Rapid Entry verification"

Still working on it Group Service Wizard

4205
Selections for Service Data Setup in Group Rapid Entry become blank 
after clicking Save

Still working on it Group Service Wizard

4217 Unable to edit Low and High values for labs that are HRSA defined Still working on it Labs

4222
Inactive/Case Closed should be removed from the list for enrollment 
status

Still working on it Enrollment



4223
Unable to save field name for subfilter in Date Diff filter for Last 
Eligibility Field Value

Still working on it Custom Reports

4233
Error converting some forms when upgrading from CW 5 to CW 6. 
Example of an error for converted forms: {"Error":"There are multiple 
root elements. Line 1247, position 4."}

Still working on it Form Designer


